DOCUMENTATION ART PROJECT

art of the heart

SHORT VERSION
<rtbt> (pronounced: art beat) is a 9-meter high, walkable work of art in the artistic
interpretation of an anatomical human heart. <rtbt> touches hearts worldwide - with its
highly emotional, universal symbolic power and its strong message:
<IN OUR HEARTs WE ARE ALL UNITED IN THE CREATIVE SPIRIT>
The non-profit project is being realized through an interdisciplinary merger between the
initiators of TADAAA GmbH (Swiss start-up) and the BFH Bern University of Applied Sciences
for Architecture, Wood and Civil Engineering (Biel, CH) under the patronage of Prof.
Thomas Rohner and around 20 independent top creatives and experts from a wide variety
of industries. The association was founded on May 6th, 2022
We believe that there is creativity in every human being - and that we are all connected in
our hearts through this original creative energy. In this emotional and social bond lies an
immense power that carries us and extends far beyond individual people. With <rtbt> we
make this connection and the collective potential it contains visible and tangible by
combining a variety of art forms: design, video, visual arts, performance art, sound, light art
etc. A unique, interactive video-gamification-element involves the audience: video
recording devices stand around the heart installation and invite visitors to record
10-second videos. These video snippets are edited by our software according to topic and streamed into the inside of the heart onto a screen. The creative forms of expression
and emotions of those interacting are thus combined into a collective video work of art.
The community continuously creates and bundles the essence of the artwork: they
become the pulse of the big heart - the <rtbt> heartbeat.
The supporting structure of the heart is made of wood. Thanks to a partnership with the
BFH, we will start with the realization in April/May 2022: The "Special Week" of the BFH, a
workshop week (May 2022), offers 25 students of civil engineering, architecture and wood
engineering the opportunity to get involved and participate in the design process and
production of the heart. Every aspect of <rtbt> - from the idea to construction, realization
and perception to financing - is made possible by "Creative Togetherness" and is based
on the values of respect, diversity, integration, ecology and sustainability. Our vision: The
universal message of <rtbt> should touch as many people as possible: <rtbt> is planned to
be exhibited first in Switzerland - and then at AfrikaBurn 2023 (confirmed) and Burning
Man 2023. Who knows where our heart will take us...
The estimated total costs are around CHF 500,000. A professional fundraising campaign is
planned to secure the financing. The response from the economy is extremely positive:
numerous timber construction companies and three large Swiss companies are interested
in supporting <rtbt>. Due to the high implementation costs, we are dependent on support.
Help us carry our heart's message into the world. < THANK YOU!>
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THE IDEA
<rtbt> (pronounced art beat) is an approximately 9 meter high, heart-shaped, interactive
video art installation in the artistically interpreted form of an anatomical human heart. She
represents the connecting creative spirit of all people. <rtbt> is the creative heartbeat that
we all carry within us - that connects us all.
<rtbt>
<IN OUR HEART WE ARE ALL UNITED THROUGH THE CREATIVE SPIRIT>
As a collective we feel supported, inspire each other and create great things together. This
idea carries over to the entire creative process of the art project: Collective creative power.
<rtbt> is realized through an interdisciplinary nonprofit art collaboration. An NPO
(association) is currently being founded for this purpose. The idea for the work of art was
originally initiated by the creative people of the start-up TADAAA GmbH, but it quickly
became clear: This art project must be implemented in the same way as the message it
carries - in a collective. When Prof. Thomas Rohner heard about the project, he
immediately recognized the great potential of the project and has been committed to it
with the vigor of a visionary ever since. This is how a collaboration with the BFH Bern
University of Applied Sciences for Architecture, Wood and civil engineering (Biel,
Switzerland) and around 20 top creative people and experts from a wide variety of
industries came about.
The aim is to spread our common message from the heart and to make it tangible and
tangible for as many people as possible.
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At first glance, <rtbt> looks like a purely physical art installation, but - <rtbt> is much more
than meets the eye: <rtbt> combines interactivity, visual art, design, performance art, video
integration, digital innovation, sound, light art and gamification in an unprecedented
artistic and emotional way: <rtbt> inspires and invites people from all over the world to
actively participate in the artwork:
The heart sculpture is surrounded by five video stations. Here visitors can record a
topic-specific 10-second video (topics like "Show your feelings", "Greet your loved ones",
"Dance for us", etc.). These short video sequences are edited by our software and played
back on a video screen inside the heart.
The work of art is thus created, designed and experienced continuously and jointly by the
visitors. The idea "In our heart we are connected through the creative spirit" is
implemented not only visually but also in terms of content.
The huge heart sculpture forms the "frame" for the heart of the work of art. It asks people to
pause for a moment and listen to their hearts - and to actively perceive the connections
with their fellow human beings and to fill the "frame" with their creative participation.
Wherever and whenever - <rtbt> always reflects the people, local conditions and issues
that are present. Thus <rtbt> becomes a document of contemporary reflection. Regardless
of whether the video content is funny, happy, melancholic or bizarre. The work of art is
constantly changing and yet reminds us of what remains:
<IN HEART WE ARE ALL ONE>
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THE PHILOSOPHY
We believe that creativity is an original and driving force of every human being and
touches and connects us all. It doesn't matter what age, skin color, origin or profession. A
world without creativity is unthinkable: no human development, no innovations, no
language - and no touching of the heart. A love song, a child's drawing, a delicious dish, a
great book, a funny joke, a touching film, a souvenir photo, an intimate dance - and also
the vacuum cleaner, the train or the light bulb: collective creativity permeates our
everyday lives. With <rtbt> we make this emotional connection and the collective potential
it contains visible and tangible.
The heart shape of <rtbt> is symbolic of the emotional unity between all people, while the
triangulated surface is reminiscent of a web and represents the invisible connections.
The recorded video clips stand for our creative actions in life. Through the targeted
assembly (with our software), a unique and surprising piece of video art is created in the
collective: funny, thoughtful or weird - we'll see... The community creates and bundles the
essence of the work of art: It is the pulse of the big heart - the <rtbt> heartbeat.

We respect everyone's privacy and provide an inspiring "safe space": cameras film on their
own initiative. The recorded videos are only used in connection with the artwork.
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THE INITIATIVES
The <rtbt> artwork was originally brought to life at the end of 2021 by the creative Swiss
entrepreneurs of the start-up TADAAA GmbH: Sabrina Bühlmann, Daniela Jakab and Marc
Illien who are developing a video platform to inspire the world and unite in creativity. The
name of this visionary app: <rtbt>.

Sabrina Tanja Bühlmann

Marc Illien

Daniela Jakab

Behind this idea is the conviction that every human being is a creative being, that mutual
inspiration is the driving force of our being and connects us all at heart. This is how a
unique app is currently being created, which differs fundamentally from all known,
video-integrated platforms in terms of overall structure, structure, functionality, creativity,
intrinsic value and the overall experience:
Away from the ego show - towards the playful, inspiring and collectively created WOW
experience: Short 10-second videos are uploaded by people from all over the world to the
<rtbt> app and edited together into collective video creations. All uploaded video snippets
are arranged in chronological order and primarily serve as entertainment and inspiration:
any video snippet can be paused by the viewer and “answered” with a video snippet they
have created themselves. This video snippet also serves as a new source of inspiration for
all viewers, etc. Over time, numerous unique video inspiration chains are created - which
can even be traded as collectively created NFTs on the NFT market. The proceeds will be
divided – including a margin to TADAAA GmbH. The focus is on the collective: from the
creation to the experience to the potential NFT sale.
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The basic idea of the art project of the same name was born in digital space - until
Sabrina Bühlmann had the idea of presenting a simplified, adapted version to the public
as an art installation that can be felt and experienced: <rtbt> the work of art.

SABRINA TANJA BUHLMANN
> CO-Founder & CO-CEO TADAAA Ltd. > Co-Lead <rtbt> art project
> artist name «re_plicah»
She’s won multiple awards as an audio and visual artist, photographer EFZ, creative
director and visionary.
> 17 years creative direction + advertising photography and videography, music
production
> Founder & owner of photo and video production company DIE-SEIN
> Won numerous awards (LA Film Award "best director", int. Portrait Photo Award, Gold
Sales Award, Audio Shoot International Music Video & Film Festival etc.)
> Realized numerous advertising campaigns for international companies such as L'Oréal
Paris, Maybelline NY, NYX professional cosmetics, Schwarzkopf etc.
> Produced over 500 online videos with 51 million views on YouTube alone
> Was booked as the main act for the 2015 UEFA Champions League Festival in front of the
Brandenburg Gate in Berlin
> Is committed to promoting and interdisciplinary work between artists
and inspires a very loyal community of several tens of thousands of followers on various
social media channels
>

Interested

in:

innovation, NFT, metaverse, virtual reality, cross-media creative

collaborations, travel and art
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Daniela Jakab
> CO-Founder & CO-CEO TADAAA Ltd. > Co-Lead <rtbt> art project
> stage name «dangy»
Multiple award-winning Creative Director with decades of experience in the areas of team
management, corporate governance, communication strategy and text/conception
> Realized advertising campaigns for national / international companies such as Kambly,
Swiss Post, KPT, Bayer, Novartis, BKW, SBB, Swiss Potato, Fisherman's Friend, Novartis, Sony
overseas etc.
> Founder proud Mary GmbH (2007) – the first Swiss communications agency with a
gender marketing focus
> Won numerous awards (Cannes Lions, EDI, ADC, Corporate Communication Award etc.)
> international jury member (Cannes Lions, Golden Ear, Clio Awards NY etc.)
> Speaker (Federal Office of Energy, UBS Women's Day, EMEX marketing fair, etc.)
> Management of strategy workshops (SP Switzerland, Lactalis Nestlé, Sony overseas etc.)
> Postgraduate Diploma – Advanced Leadership ZHAW (Zurich University of Applied
Sciences)
> Passionate hobby artist (concept art and satirical texts)

MARC ILLIEN
> CTO TADAAA Ltd. > Co-Lead <rtbt> art project
> stage name «pharaoh»
Decades of experience and responsibility, among others as CTO in the field of web
applications, full stack development and user experience design
> Tech Advice
> agency world
> Entrepreneur in various SAAS startups
> Web3 and NFT
> Participant in the Munich Plant 1 incubator
> Lecturer at the HSR Rapperswil for CAS Frontend Engineering
> Fullstack development
> Passionate artist (images and music)
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THE MAKERS
Within a very short time, the <rtbt> art project touched numerous hearts: top artists and
experts from a wide variety of industries offered their support and this is how a strong
collaborative team was formed: currently consisting of around 20 independent people as
well as lecturers and 25 students from the BFH.
Like the basic idea, the development process is also a creative collective collaboration by
experienced creatives and artists - with profound know-how in the fields of architecture,
woodwork, video and audio production, programming, light art, text, graphic design, 3D
animation, Marketing/Advertising and Fundraising.
The purpose and goal of the work of art is the joy of artistic joint creation and the endeavor
to carry our universal message out into the world. On 6.5. In 2022 the non-profit
association <rtbt> ArtBeat was founded.
<rtbt>
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THE PROJECT ORGANIZATION

Every individual in the team counts, every contribution is important and valuable:
https://www.rtbt.one/art#team
At Burning Man 2023, our team is kindly supported by the Electric Cheese Land camp, who
will assist us with setup, post-event cleanup, and concerns of any kind so we can focus on
the art at heart.
Our team is constantly being expanded and adapted according to the given requirements
of the process.
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THE KEY PEOPLE
The management team is supported by the architect Agnete Skytte, who has many years
of profound management knowledge in the field of construction.

AGNETE SKYTTE > Lead Support > Management of group structure / construction ad
interim
> stage name «Nete»
Over 20 years of experience in architecture, project management, construction and
leadership
> President of the European Council of Construction Economists (CEEC)
> Architect MA / SIA, construction economist MAS / AEC and strategic real estate planner at
Exact Cost Planning AG
> Lecturer in project management and construction economics at the Bern University of
Applied Sciences (BFH) (CAS real estate management, CAS construction project
management, BA architecture)
> Lecturer for project management and construction economics at the GIBB vocational
school (construction manager HFB, technician construction planning HF)
> Member of the advisory board of the research project "Modfin - New models for flexible,
long-term financing of energy modernization" by Swiss Cleantech / Center for Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainability at the University of Zurich / Lucerne University of Applied
Sciences and Arts.
The extremely complex heart sculpture of the <rtbt> art installation was created in
cooperation with the BFH Bern University of Applied Sciences, Department of Architecture,
Wood and Civil Engineering in Biel / Switzerland under the patronage of Professor Thomas
Rohner. Around 25 students / highly professional coaches from different areas are
involved. Thomas Rohner also supports the heart project in the area of fundraising.
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THOMAS ROHNER > Professor for timber construction & BIM at the BFH
> Artist name «RNT»
Decades of experience in the fields of timber construction, innovation and management
> Professor for timber construction and BIM at the BFH (Bern University of Applied Sciences)
> CEO and integration coach
> President Technical Commission LIGNUM
> Founder "Wood Conference and Wood Student Foundation, South Africa"
> Member of research commissions CH and EU and its associations in CH and A
> Innovator and sought-after speaker due to its professional base
> 30 years of experience in digitization, innovation and technology
> Artists - art collaborations in timber construction (Lotti, the BIM cow, Matterhorn stage)
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THE ART IN <rtbt>
<rtbt> brings together radical inclusion, self-expression, co-creation, interactivity and
diverse art forms in one work of art: design meets architecture, sculpture, video, light art,
dance, song, speech, drama, sound and more. <rtbt> is collective creativity paired with
interdisciplinary artistic diversity.

DESIGN
<rtbt> impresses with a unique concept by the artist Sabrina Bühlmann:
Technological, organic, interactive as a kind of mystification of the current zeitgeist. Digital,
yet physically perceptible - the heart as the focal point for connection and exchange
between people.
The heart is the emotional space of creative connection - and was designed by Bühlmann
as a kind of futuristic spaceship: This is where people meet to watch the videos created
collectively: A place where you can meet virtually and physically, to be creative together.
The design of the imposing work of art represents a fusion of "digital" and "organic" to
represent the networking of the videos recorded outdoors as well as the emotional
networking in the heart: like a large control center in which everything comes together. The
polygonal surface / triangulation symbolizes the interconnectedness of all people.
A symbol of the universal unity in the heart.
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SCULPTURE
A huge video art sculpture in the shape of a human heart - with video recording stations
(outside)

and

screens

(inside).

The

construction

aims

at

the

artistic-futuristic

interpretation of the human heart anatomy. A heart that embodies, symbolizes and
visualizes the unity, cohesion and connection of people from every imaginable corner of
the world. An outer wooden shell serves as a supporting element, the interior of which can
be used site-specifically and for a specific purpose. The triangulated surface is created
with a plug-in by wood engineer Miro Bannwart. The edges of these various triangular
panels are reminiscent of a web - and represent the connection between the living things
of this planet.
This artistic structure in the shape of a human heart serves as a "cloud" to develop a
project of connectivity, collaboration and circular economy. As can be seen in the next
picture, there are numerous actors who are part of this «cloud». Only when all these parts
start beating in the same rhythm can the heart pump the lifeblood that makes its
existence possible.
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CONSTRUCTION
After extensive testing of various materials, it was clear: The heart structure will be made of
wood - the most suitable material for this huge and complex project. The experience and
know-how for the conception and development of the heart sculpture is based on the
expertise of the monument of «Edi», the 62-foot-high skier in St. Moritz - developed by a
group of structural engineering experts.

The same concept is used for the heart sculpture. A concept that we also see in the
structure of Marc Trauffer's Matterhorn-shaped concert stage or that was implemented in
the research project "c-HRC Plugin of Grasshopper" - a complex construction by Hip Rafter.
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With the plug-in for the 3D modeling software Rhinoceros developed at the Institute for
Digital Building and Timber Industry (IdBH), flowing architectural forms can now be easily
produced in wood. This tool makes the production of any complex geometries out of wood
accessible to a wide audience.
The supporting structure is the shell of the heart itself. The interior is therefore not defined
by a supporting structure (different use depending on the location). The thickness of the
static bearing plates will be about 6-7cm. We rely on laminated veneer lumber panels:
Kerto-Q. The triangles are made with CNC machines that ensure the highest quality
precision. Each individual wooden panel is equipped with an RFID transponder (proof of
origin) to which the CNC programs are connected.

For logistics, all material is registered in a carnet for import and export. All material must
be packed in a shipping container. The heart is divided into 4 or 5 parts (sets) and can be
easily assembled and disassembled. The outer color scheme of the structure is dark grey.
We are examining the possibility of attaching solar cells to the upper part of the heart.
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PRODUCTION
Just as a human heart sends blood and oxygen through arteries, veins and capillaries,
<rtbt> connects communities through collaboration. Thanks to a partnership with the Bern
University of Applied Sciences (BFH), we can start realizing the heart sculpture as early as
April/Mail 2022. The "Special Week" of the BFH (in cooperation with the initiators of the
artwork) offers students of civil engineering, architecture and wood engineering the
opportunity to participate in the design process and the production of the heart.
During the first meetings, the students will be confronted with the design development
process using the BIM method. In digital construction, the workflow is carried out according
to the BIM method (BIM = Building Information Modeling) (collaborative development
cycle). The central questions in this process are: who, what, how, why, in which format and
where to supplement, archive and control (quality gates).
The design development process is a constant exchange between all those involved and
the stakeholders. An exciting learning process for the students: the architects present a
design, the engineers check the feasibility, create their model, the "client" (<rtbt> initiators)
approves it, etc. Then we move on to the actual production for a week. We will make the
triangles and pre-assemble them at wood processing plants. Then the students go to the
companies involved and help there. In this way, they get to know the companies and the
companies can get to know them, creating a new knowledge network. Students will
experience first-hand the power of community through interdisciplinarity, cooperation,
and collaboration. In addition, students gain experience of collaborating in the field of
contemporary art and culture with a unique level of independence and expertise.

VIDEO
The video work of art created collectively is the actual core of the heart: the heart
installation is surrounded by five video recording stations: each station invites you to
participate - and contains an inspiration / a topic, e.g.:
"Greet your loved ones", "Dance for us", "Make a face" etc.
Visitors can actively help shape the artwork by recording a 10-second video on a theme.
The recorded videos are cut together (by our <rtbt> software) according to topic and
shown on a video screen inside the heart: In this relaxed and quiet interior, the jointly
created video artwork can be experienced together.
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INTERACTIVITY
<rtbt> invites visitors to immerse themselves in their own creative heart energy, to playfully
interact with the work of art via video: In this way, they continuously redesign and
experience the work of art. The video integration serves as an interactive gamification
element so that people become an important and active part of <rtbt>.
Kind of an artistic video game - but in real life. The interacting people not only belong to
the artwork, but they also shape and are a core part of the actual heart of the artwork.

SOFTWARE
The artwork's software is programmed based on the fundamentals of the <rtbt> video app
software. This allows us to expand the interaction possibilities of the art project in the
future.
The video recording stations are equipped with tablets running the <rtbt> software: the
cameras are connected to the screen inside the heart.
The software randomly shows visitors a topic/inspiration (they can also suggest their own
topics). The software bundles all videos according to topic, cuts them together
automatically - and streams them into the heart as a collective video work of art.
Our goal with the software is to ensure an extended use of the art project in the long term:
people can interact with the artwork remotely via their mobile phones: e.g., in a concerted
action on a specific topic (e.g., World Heart Day: September 29th) or in form of a creative
collaboration with art schools in Switzerland or worldwide. We are also investigating the
use of augmented reality glasses to make the <rtbt> experience even more exciting.
In interaction with people, the software brings the heart to life and creates the vital
heartbeat, the <rtbt> heartbeat.
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HEART SPACE
With <rtbt> we make the emotional connection and the collective potential it contains
visible and tangible. The actions and impressions from the outside condense into the core
of the work of art in the heart. This heart space is used for coming together, invites you to
contemplate - and to look at the jointly created video artwork: You enter our heart - and
thus also your own. A space to pause – and to reflect. Amaze, laugh, be thoughtful...
Inside the heart, visitors move from action to feeling. They marvel and experience an
impressive exterior and step inside, which allows them to swell further: In order to
accommodate the organic, connecting element inside the heart, we want to equip the
spatial structure with (climbing or decorative) nets if necessary. A visual/active experience
of this cohesion should be created.
This room should radiate a sense of security and tranquility, involve people and make
them curious. Due to its changeability (video artwork / light projections), the heart will
surprise again and again and generate new experiences. This is where awareness and the
feeling of connectedness arise in collective creative energy: We are all one at heart.
When developing the interior, the team is supported by the many years of experience and
the well-founded know-how of the architect PETER SCHÜRCH:
19

Professorship for design and architecture at the BFH > pseudonym Petter

LIGHT
A unique lighting concept underlines the idea of <rtbt>. Points of light lie like stars on the
net-like edge connections of the heart's surface: Countless small lights merge with the
starry sky - each symbolizes a luminous creative soul - connected in the creative spirit.
Let's shine together - and light up the darkness.
The artistic lighting concept is as vibrant and diverse as the human heart: the iconic shape
of the heart is emphasized by lines of light that sometimes appear and disappear along
the outline of the triangles of the heart. As in a real heart, a current flow - in the form of
lines of light - causes the heart to pulsate in different beats. These lines of light are not
always visible. They can flicker, disappear or slowly appear - as if they were connecting
the dots on the heart's surface as if drawn by hand. They can change color to show the
flow of energy in the heart - or they can all light up at once, radiating rainbow colors. An
abrupt extinction of all at the same time is also conceivable. The technology we use
enables a multitude of variations: RGBW LED strips provide a light source in each corner of
a triangle.
The product we chose arranges around 640 points of light over a distance of 10.6 m. Each
point of light can produce four colors: red, green, blue and white. In the preliminary version
of our <rtbt> model, we count a total length of approx. 450 meters of connection lines,
which are to be equipped with LED strips. The light software is programmed in such a way
that each point of light on these strips can be controlled individually. This turns this web of
LED strips into a very low-resolution monitor driven by video signals. The lighting can thus
make the heart appear to vibrate, beat or pulsate from within.
The light is the communicative element of <rtbt>: It visually brings the heart to life and
reacts hand in hand with the design of the video work of art: When recording a video, a
20

beam of light on the floor visualizes the transmission - and culminates in the pumping
light spectacle of the heart. A symbolic representation of the vital circulatory system. The
topic-specific video compilation is also illustrated in the light: each topic has its own color
code, in which the heart lights up.
All video stations are equipped with LED rings that provide sufficient lighting for the people
standing in front of them (privacy protection and safety).
In the interior of the heart, we plan to work with video projections. With impressive moving
images (e.g., with flowing blood platelets, kaleidoscopes, etc.) we create the desired
atmosphere of calm, security and community and build the bridge to the central video
work of art. event / location).
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VOLUME
We create a soothing and peaceful mood with soundscapes and audio effects: <rtbt>
contains four active studio monitors that emit the familiar deep and soothing sound of a
human heartbeat. The sound design is created in a music studio in Switzerland in
cooperation with a heart surgery specialist.
The sound radiation to the environment will be minimal (less than 10 m). The active
monitors are placed inside the heart and only provide ambience:
A magical, meditative atmosphere invites the community to a journey into their heart. In
the interior, the videos stop briefly in between - you can hear the calm heartbeat.

From time to time the videos stop - and a pleasant, spherical voice announces the
message of the artwork: "In the heart we are all one - connected in creativity” etc.

THE SECURITY
The safety of all participants is our responsibility and is always guaranteed.
The operational management will be adapted to the location. If necessary, we work with
security personnel. Insurance solutions (transport damage, property damage, personal
injury, etc.) are secured in advance.
The specifications of the entire wooden construction, including the static parameters, the
specific fastening solutions at the various locations and inside the heart installation, etc.
are checked and ensured at the BFH.

OUR VALUES
<rtbt> reflects the values of radical inclusion, diversity and equality: each and every one of
the <rtbt> team stands behind these values 100%.
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Through the interactivity of the video, the transmitted video performances and the shared
experience inside the heart, we initiate a connection between the most diverse
participants.
In doing so, we strive for inclusion on all levels: We look for solutions during the
implementation so that people in wheelchairs, the hearing or visually impaired can also
experience <rtbt>.
Because no matter what origin, age, gender, sexual orientation or appearance - together
we are all part of the creation of this project - and the more diverse it becomes, the more
exciting it will be. <rtbt> is a symbol for an inclusive and peaceful message:
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E ALL THE SAME AT HEART AND UNITED IN CREATIVITY>
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ALL SUSTAINABLE
Sustainability is close to the heart of the whole team: we are committed to the 4 R's >
recycle, reduce, repair and "reuse".
The building material is wood, an ecologically sustainable component with zero impact on
CO2 emissions. It also promotes the storage of CO2 itself. We also use recycled materials.
The Kerto-Q panels are made from sustainably sourced forests using non-toxic,
water-based glue. All construction parts are prepared in advance, so that we must do as
little construction work on site as possible and avoid the creation of scrap/waste. The
anchoring in the ground is designed in such a way that the terrain is damaged as little as
possible.
We plan to cover the power requirement with solar energy at best: We want to either
attach solar panels outside the heart or integrate them into its structure.
The entire structure and concept are designed in such a way that the artwork can be
assembled, dismantled, transported and reused anywhere: so that <rtbt> is allowed to tour
in Switzerland and around the world. Whenever possible, we use public transport such as
trains or ships.
With regard to sustainability, the project also benefits from the expertise of Professor Peter
Schürch, whose specialist focus is in this area. He is also the head of the BFH/AHB
sustainable building course at enbau.ch – CH cooperation between universities of applied
sciences and president of the jury for the Norman Foster Solar Award since 2010.
Sustainable Vision: One day we will take <rtbt> to an art auction and donate the proceeds
to a creative non-profit (e.g., artwithheart.org) or donate materials to a local school to be
recycled – and thus creativity connects generations.
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THE TOUR
There is a lot of Swiss in the art project: Swiss idea, Swiss design, Swiss software, Swiss
quality - but the idea is universal, and the team is selectively supplemented by
international know-how:
As a Swiss work of art, we want to proudly represent Switzerland - and build a bridge to the
whole world:
Our vision is that <rtbt> will first be exhibited in Switzerland and then tour the world. For this
reason, we would like to make the <rtbt> work of art accessible to the broad national and
international population in Switzerland at well-frequented locations - which in terms of
content match the visionary spirit:

>EVENT LOCATIONS
An obvious choice are large event locations, for example, because numerous people from
Switzerland and all over the world meet here and are linked to an event on a specific topic.
Something created in the collective is experienced together or something new is initiated
in the collective at the event itself.
Our art installation embodies and represents all of this in an impressive and lasting way.
<rtbt> creates a unique interactive experience that will be remembered - and strengthens
26

the event with its message. In addition, the work of art is adaptive due to its video
integration and embodies the respective spirit of a location/event.
The work of art thus offers added value for an event that extends far beyond the
decorative element: a win-win situation.
>MAIN RAILWAY STATIONS
At best, we check the art installation at central hubs – to be exhibited in the main train
stations. Rail transport does not just connect people internationally, but it is also
sustainable and Swiss - just like our work of art. The tour schedule of <rtbt> could include,
for example, the busiest train stations in Switzerland: Zurich train station (approx. 440,400
passengers/day), Bern train station (approx. 200,000 passengers/day), Basel train station
(105,000 passengers/day). For this reason, we are in contact with the SBB: They are
interested in exhibiting the art object.

>INTERNATIONAL
Worldwide on our tour schedule:
-

AfrikaBurn 2023: We have a commitment from the organizers to exhibit <rtbt> at
AfrikaBurn (a team member is in the AfrikaBurn organization).

-

Burning Man 2023: <rtbt> to be exhibited at Burning Man (Nevada, USA) 2023.

The tour schedule is currently being developed - it will be adapted to the current
circumstances.
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THE OPERATING PLAN
The art installation is designed in such a way that it can be locked, and the video stations
can be locked in the heart when not in use. We plan to work with patrolling security agents
if necessary to ensure the artwork is protected from vandalism.
The art installation is pre-assembled from individual parts so that it can always be
assembled and disassembled relatively quickly and easily. If we can get SBB enthusiastic
about the art project, it would be conceivable that the art installation would be
transported by SBB Cargo / assembled on site (according to instructions).
No matter which location, in which country: We always ensure that the work of art is
protected and that operation (software, light installation, etc.) is guaranteed.
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THE COSTS
Rough cost estimate for the realization of the <rtbt> artwork:
CHF 500'000 +/- 15% including VAT

THE FINANCING
With a comprehensive fundraising plan 2022 we want to spread our vision, create
enthusiasm for our project - and ensure the financing of <rtbt>:

PRIORITY
> CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
The central sponsoring element in our fundraising strategy. The universal message and
the topic of connectedness of <rtbt> are exciting for many companies and of
communicative importance. In particular, the fact that <rtbt> can be changed and
adapted to specific topics (location, topic) thanks to its video integration opens up the
best opportunities for companies to present themselves with sponsorship in an impressive
and surprising way and to present their own existing company values in a personable and
attractive way and way to strengthen. Thanks to <rtbt>, emotional values such as
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solidarity, unity and a sense of community are combined with future-oriented values such
as innovation and digitization. The work of art bridges the gap between social, emotional,
creative and futuristic technical aspects. For participants - a tangible experience that will
be remembered and has a positive effect on the supporting brands. We seek dialogue
with suitable companies. It is important to us that the corporate values of the sponsors
match the art project.
Basically, the echo in the economy is extremely positive after a short time: two large Swiss
companies and the Swiss Federal Railways SBB are already showing interest in supporting
the work of art.
In the area of wood sponsorship/CNC production, we were able to inspire several wood
companies to sponsor wood for <rtbt>. There are agreements with the BFH.
> DONATIONS
Patrons: We will present the artwork to our large network to receive donations from private
individuals. Verbal commitments already exist to support our vision.
> CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN
A crowdfunding campaign is in development (e.g., kickstarter, gofundme, wemakeit). It will
be shared via social media for several months starting Spring/Summer. Gadgets that can
be transmitted in electronic form (NFTs of the heart, the possibility of having one's name
projected into the heart, etc.) serve as a thank-you. On the one hand, this corresponds to
the idea of joint creation, and, on the other hand, we can generate donations quickly and
worldwide for <rtbt> collectively.
> VARIOUS FOUNDATION CONTRIBUTIONS
We plan to participate in suitable art foundations/competitions (e.g., Pro Helvetia). We will
also apply with the artwork in December 2022 for the BRC Honorarium 2023.
>PR
The fundraising campaign should be accompanied and linked by targeted media use (art
influencers, digital art media, timber construction media, mass media, etc.). Articles have
already appeared in the trade journals: SchreinerZeitung ITA & Lignarius Magazin by STE.

SECONDARY
> VIRAL SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS
A viral campaign for the general public is being planned. It should start with a time delay
and run for several months so that donations can be generated in the long term and the
further development / logistics etc. of the art installation can be ensured. An emotional
campaign "connected in the heart" is being developed with our heart's message, which is
intended to spread virally. A link leads to a donation page.
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A target group-specific, viral campaign for artists is planned to support this campaign:
They are called upon to interpret our hearts artistically: the artworks created are used to
create an NFT collection, the sales proceeds of which benefit the artwork. With this we
enable creatives to support <rtbt> without any financial commitment and to present their
own artworks worldwide (making-of-videos, NFT artworks, names can be screened in the
<rtbt> heart).

At best, a small percentage of the proceeds from both campaigns will be donated to a
non-profit organization that fits the heart (e.g., Swiss Heart Foundation or artwithheart.org).
An additional incentive to support our project - and another opportunity to share our
common heart message on various channels.
> FUNDRAISING EVENTS
We are aiming for cooperation with suitable music/art events in order to link them to the
crowdfunding/social media campaign. We want to spread our message and generate
donations at such events: an entertaining way to mobilize the younger generation with an
affinity for music and video. Our 1/10 scaled down prototype of the heart could be present
as a precursor.
With our broad-based financing plan, we also implement our vision of collective action in
the fundraising process.
As explained, our fundraising strategy is based on various "pillars": The financing plan is
constantly reviewed and adapted to current circumstances.
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TAKE HEART: SUPPORT <rtbt>
The costs of the <rtbt> art project is around CHF 500,000. Our entire Heart-team is working
tirelessly on the project.
In addition to the high material costs, the costs for light installation, logistics, multimedia
and operational management are also significant.
We depend on financial support so that we can implement our heart project. Become part
of our vision:

HELP TO UNITE PEOPLE IN THE HEART.
<THANK YOU SO MUCH>
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THE HEART POWER TEAM
SABRINA TANJA BUHLMANN
> CO-Founder & CO-CEO TADAAA Ltd. > Co-Lead <rtbt> art project & Lead & Creative
Direction Art & Design & Supporting Marketing / Communication / Web / Software/
Fundraising (Visuals)
DANIELA JAKAB
> CO-Founder & CO-CEO TADAAA Ltd. > Co-Lead <rtbt> art project & Co-Lead & Creative
Direction Marketing / Communication / Fundraising & Supporting Art & Design (text)
MARC ILLIEN
> CTO TADAAA Ltd. > Co-Lead <rtbt> art project & Lead Tech/Web/Software
Thomas Rohner
> Timber builder, project manager, innovator, professorship for timber construction & BIM
at the AHB/BFH Bern University of Applied Sciences for Architecture, Wood and Civil
Engineering (Biel, Switzerland) > Lead art project at the AHB/BFH - 25 students/coaches &
supporting marketing / fundraising
AGNETE SKYTTE
> Architect, project manager > Lead Support > Head of group construction / construction
ad interim
DAVID BUSILLO
> Head of gardening, videographer, photographer > Lead support / all-rounder
KATHARINA WYSS
> Architect, architecture journalist > Architecture / Construction & Supporting Marketing /
Communication / Fundraising & Creative Design
PETER SCHURCH
> Architect, professorship for design and architecture at the BFH Bern University of Applied
Sciences, University of Applied Sciences for Architecture, Construction and Wood >
Architecture & Supporting Head of group construction / construction
ZOE FERRARI CASTELLI
Wood engineer, freelance journalist, project manager, MBA student
> Deputy Head of Group Development / Construction & Supporting Marketing Fundraising
TEREZA VYHLIDALOVÀ
> 3D Visualizer, Designer > 3D Visualization Art & Design
CHRISTIAN ZAHNER
> Live communication project manager, designer > Construction / construction insights &
supporting art & design
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THOMAS STEINER
> Light designer > Light concept & light installation & sound
MATHIAS BUEHLER
> Light designer > Light concept & light installation
IRINA CALISTE
> Marketing Strategist, Global Brand Manager, Innovation Manager > Co-Lead Marketing /
Fundraising
JOEL BALSAM
> Journalist, Editor > Text Website & Text / Concept Marketing / Fundraising Engl.
RICHARD SOMOGYI
> Consultant Global Media, Digital Media Planner > Campaign / Media Planning Marketing
& Fundraising
MICHAL ZBOROWSKI
> Multitalented IT Professional > Camp Burning Man coordination & support with «Electric
Cheeseland» team at Burning Man (Nevada, USA)
MACIEK WALA
> Business Risk Manager, Compliance Officer > Finance & Supporting Fundraising
MIRKO BERRI
> Electrical engineer, student Renewable energies > Supporting electrical engineering

ADVISORY BOARD
FRITZ BUHLMANN
> Insurance broker > Supporting lead in insurance matters / founding of an association
BRUCE YODER
> Light artist > Supporting lead for general questions about art projects & fundraising at
Burning Man
LUKE TRUNINGER
> Generative sound and media artist > Supporting lead for general questions about art
projects & fundraising at Burning Man
BEN GIBLIN
> Jurist International Legal Studies > Supporting Lead for legal questions
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